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Abstract: This work attempts to connect internal flow to the exit flow and supersonic jet mixing
in rectangular nozzles with low to high aspect ratios (AR). A series of low and high aspect ratio
rectangular nozzles (design Mach number = 1.5) with sharp throats are numerically investigated
using steady state Reynolds-averaged Navier−Stokes (RANS) computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
with k-omega shear stress transport (SST) turbulence model. The numerical shadowgraph reveals
stronger shocks at low ARs which become weaker with increasing AR due to less flow turning at the
throat. Stronger shocks cause more aggressive gradients in the boundary layer resulting in higher
wall shear stresses at the throat for low ARs. The boundary layer becomes thick at low ARs creating
more aerodynamic blockage. The boundary layer exiting the nozzle transforms into a shear layer
and grows thicker in the high AR nozzle with a smaller potential core length. The variation in the
boundary layer growth on the minor and major axis is explained and its growth downstream the
throat has a significant role in nozzle exit flow characteristics. The loss mechanism throughout the
flow is shown as the entropy generated due to viscous dissipation and accounts for supersonic jet
mixing. Axis switching phenomenon is also addressed by analyzing the streamwise vorticity fields
at various locations downstream from the nozzle exit.

Keywords: rectangular nozzles; aspect ratio; boundary layer

1. Introduction

Rectangular cross-section nozzles have been a topic of interest for many researchers,
dating back to the early 1990s [1–5], and recently [6–17]. Low noise emissions, enhanced
mixing and thrust vectoring are some of the benefits of rectangular nozzles [2–4,9]. Along
with experimental data, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of nozzles are
also becoming more mainstream [16–18] in the design-analysis process. Some of the
previous literature focused on comparing the rectangular nozzles to their circular coun-
terparts in terms of noise characteristics using large eddy simulations (LES) [9]. Many
researchers [9–12,16] also investigated the noise sources which include but are not limited
to turbulent mixing noise, broadband noise and screech tones. A lot of focus has also
been on understanding the effect of nozzle cross section, adding guide vanes, chevrons,
etc., to enhance the mixing downstream [13,15]. Researchers at the University of Cincin-
nati [7,10,12] have experimentally investigated the effect of rectangular jets exhausting
over a flat surface on noise generation, shear layer development and screech tones. Among
these studies, the rectangular nozzle with aspect ratio (AR) 2 has been heavily investigated
experimentally by the researchers at the University of Cincinnati. Large eddy simulations
(LES) have been conducted by Viswanath et al. [9] to understand the noise characteristics
in more detail. The effect of the nozzle-exit boundary layer on near-field development in
axisymmetric nozzles at high subsonic conditions has been addressed by Trumper et al. [19].
Other researchers have looked at the effect of aspect ratio on jet mixing at subsonic flow
conditions using RANS CFD [13]. Yu et al. [17] investigated the axis switching phenomenon
in low aspect ratio rectangular jets at relatively low Reynolds numbers. Although there is a
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significant amount of literature available on rectangular jets in general, limited numerical
literature is available which connects the nozzle internal flow to the nozzle exit flow and
supersonic jet mixing at low as well as high AR nozzles. Therefore, this work attempts to
bridge that gap. High aspect ratio nozzles have been a topic of interest for the distributed
propulsion system in the recent work published by Dippold [13] and it was focused on
subsonic and transonic flow regime. Although LES would give more insights into the noise
aspect as demonstrated in reference [9,14], it is numerically expensive and not in the scope
of the current work. The use of computationally inexpensive methods such as RANS has
been examined by Georgiadis et al. [20] in the design-analysis process of exhaust nozzles.
Their work concluded that “RANS methods can frequently capture the trends exhibited by
experiments when altering the geometry or flow conditions of the analysis subject. This
fact coupled with the fact that RANS solutions are relatively computationally inexpensive
means that RANS methods still have a place for designing nozzle systems” [20]. Recent
work by Dippold [13] also demonstrated the use of RANS in design analysis of rectangular
nozzles. Since the goal of the present work is to analyze the effect of AR on internal flow
and jet mixing at a preliminary level, RANS CFD is deemed appropriate.

The simulations in this work represent the nozzle operation at ambient conditions
rather than a nozzle operating at higher altitudes. The scope of the current work is also
limited to cold jet, i.e., jet temperature ratio (TR) with TR = 1. As mentioned previously,
the baseline nozzle has a sharp throat which causes shock waves inside the nozzle. The
author has previously established the effect of smoothly contouring the nozzle walls on the
flow field and the structural integrity of the nozzle by conducting fluid-thermal-structural
interaction simulations [21–23]. While it is possible to contour the nozzle walls, it may not
be always feasible to maintain a smooth nozzle wall contour, if the nozzles have variable
area ratio. One such example is during the afterburner operation. More details on this can
be found in reference [24], page 508. Hence, the nozzles considered in this study have sharp
throats, meaning that the transition from converging to diverging section is not smooth but
is a straight line which causes a sharp throat.

2. Methodology

The AR2 nozzle is considered as the baseline nozzle since the experimental data was
available from the University of Cincinnati [7] to perform benchmark validation of the
CFD test case.

To demonstrate the relationship between the internal and nozzle exit flow behavior,
both low (1, 2, 3) and high (8, 12) AR nozzles are chosen which translate to five CFD
cases excluding the validation cases. Each CFD case took about ~7–10 h to converge
with ~4–8 million of mesh count (depending on AR) on twenty Intel Xeon (E5-2660 v3
at 2.60 Gigahertz) processor cores. This increased the total simulation time significantly.
Since the focus in this paper was to connect wall bounded flow with nozzle exit flow and
jet mixing at different aspect ratios, analyzing the averaged quantities was imperative to
create good baseline data before moving forward with scale-resolving and computationally
expensive methods such as LES. Considering these facts, RANS was deemed sufficient
with the necessary trade-offs.

2.1. Physics Setup

The 3D steady RANS equations are solved for the compressible flow of air, modeled
as an ideal gas. Menter’s k-omega SST turbulence model is used which addresses the wall
bounded flow and external jet mixing. Equations (1)–(3) (from reference [25]) represent
the equations for conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. In Equation (1), ρ is the
density, i.e., the mass per unit volume, and v is the continuum velocity. In Equation (2),
⊗ denotes the outer product, fb is the resultant of the body forces per unit volume acting
on the continuum, and σ is the stress tensor. For a fluid, the stress tensor is often written
as the sum of normal stresses and shear stresses, σ = −pI + T, p is the pressure and T
is the viscous stress tensor. In Equation (3), E is the total energy per unit mass, q is the
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heat flux, and SE is an energy source per unit volume. All simulations are conducted in
commercial software Star-CCM + v11.02. A density-based solver is used, and a second
order upwind scheme is used for spatial discretization. Roe-FDS is used for convective
fluxes. Grid sequencing is used for faster convergence with a fixed CFL without ramping.
Nozzle temperature ratio, i.e., TR = 1, is used, where the freestream conditions represent
atmospheric temperature and pressure, i.e., 300 K and 101,325 Pa, respectively. The results
of the numerical validation, mesh sensitivity and turbulence model study are presented in
the author’s previous publication [22] and MS thesis [23]. They are not presented here for
brevity. For further details, see reference [22].

∇·(ρv) = 0 (1)

∇·(ρv⊗ v) = −∇·(pI) +∇·T + fb (2)

∇·(ρEv) = fb ·v +∇·(v·σ)−∇·q + SE (3)

2.2. Computational Domain, Mesh, and Boundary Conditions

The computational domain extends 100 equivalent diameters (De) downstream from
the nozzle exit, 15 times De in Y direction and 10 times De upstream to allow for the
flow convergence without having a numerical impact of the freestream boundaries on
the jet. To capture the shock wave formation and the jet, volumetric refinements are used
which are about 1% of the base size of 50 mm. 15 prism layers are used with an expansion
factor of 1.5 for the boundary layer mesh. Wall y+ values are less than 3 along the nozzle
walls. Figure 1a shows the volumetric mesh refinements and boundary layer mesh on the
minor and major axis symmetry planes for the baseline nozzle. Figure 1b shows the entire
computational domain.
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The nozzle inlet is modeled as a stagnation inlet with pressure 3.67 times the atmo-
spheric pressure and an inlet total temperature of 300 K, therefore, the jet is referred to
as cold. Nozzle walls are modeled as no slip adiabatic walls and the domain boundaries
are modeled as freestream with atmospheric pressure, temperature, and freestream Mach
number = 0.1. Symmetry boundary conditions are used at the minor axis symmetry plane
and major axis symmetry plane to save computational time. Therefore, only the quarter
section of the domain is simulated.

2.3. Nozzle Geometries and CFD Cases

The nozzle aspect ratio in this work is defined as the ratio of the nozzle width to the
nozzle height at the nozzle exit (see Equations (4) and (5)). The nozzle exit area (Aexit)
is known from the baseline geometry (Figure 2). The baseline geometry is modified to
obtain equivalent low and high aspect ratio nozzles by keeping the exit-to-throat area ratio
and nozzle-exit equivalent diameter constant. Therefore, the Reynolds number at nozzle
exit is the same for all geometries. This created a better reference for comparison by only
changing the nozzle aspect ratio and avoiding the Reynolds number effect on the flow. As
mentioned previously, the nozzle wall profile is created using a straight line which caused
a sharp throat. This gave a total of 5 nozzle geometries with AR = 1, 2, 3 and 8, 12 with
design Mach number = 1.5. The goal is to understand the internal flow behavior and jet
mixing characteristics at lower and higher ARs than the baseline nozzle, hence the choice
of AR.
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The height and width at nozzle exit are calculated using Equations (4) and (5)

height =

√
Aexit
AR

(4)

AR =
width
height

(5)

The abbreviations for CFD cases for various AR nozzles are listed in Table 1 and are
used from here onwards.

Table 1. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) case abbreviations.

Aspect Ratio Abbreviation

1 AR1
2 AR2
3 AR3
8 AR8

12 AR12
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Validation and Verification

As mentioned previously, the experimental data of the baseline (AR2) nozzle was
available from University of Cincinnati [7]. Further details regarding the numerical vali-
dation, turbulence model study and mesh sensitivity study can be found in the author’s
previous work in reference [22]. To ensure numerical convergence, various quantities
such as the thrust, mass flow rate, discharge coefficient were monitored at the nozzle-exit
plane in addition to the residuals of continuity, momentum, and energy equation. The
simulations were run until these quantities were unchanged over several iterations. This
ensured that all simulations reached numerical convergence and steady state behavior.

3. Results
3.1. Aspect Ratio and Shock Formation

The focus of this subsection is to analyze the shock structure. Figure 3 shows the
numerical shadowgraph on the XY symmetry plane for the five nozzle configurations
indicating the shock propagation. Note that the scale of the shadowgraph contour plots is
adjusted to compare all 5 nozzle geometries in one plot to help compare the low vs. high
ARs. Shock cell size reduces with an increase in aspect ratio. This causes more shock reflec-
tions inside the nozzle. At high ARs, the shocks become milder as illustrated in Figure 3.
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When the shock wave travels from the wall to the centerline, the boundary layer
becomes thicker in the AR2 nozzle (Figure 4) due to the adverse pressure gradient imposed
by an oblique shock wave. Comparing with the AR12 nozzle, the boundary layer from the
throat onwards is thin since the shocks are not as severe.
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Figure 4. Boundary layer growth from the throat to downstream in AR2 and AR12 nozzle on minor axis symmetry plane.

A thicker boundary layer generates more aerodynamic blockage to the flow. Figure 5
shows that the discharge coefficient increases as the aspect ratio increases. The discharge
coefficient is defined in Equation (6) and is an indicator of aerodynamic blockage to the
flow on account of boundary layer formation, where ṁactual is the actual mass flow rate
through the nozzle and ṁideal is calculated using isentropic relations. The higher its value,
the thinner the boundary layer.

Cd =
ṁactual
ṁideal

(6)
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A thicker boundary layer creates more skin friction at the throat which results in
higher magnitudes of wall shear stress at low ARs, as shown in Figure 6. This means that
the velocity gradient in the boundary layer is larger at low ARs at the throat. At high ARs,
the magnitudes of wall shear stress become smaller at the throat due to milder shocks.
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3.2. Nozzle-Exit Properties and Potential Core

Figure 7 shows the jet centerline velocity magnitudes for low to high values of AR indi-
cating that the baseline nozzle has the highest potential core length while the AR12 nozzle
has the smallest core length on account of better mixing and is illustrated in Figures 8 and 9.
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AR12 nozzles on the minor axis symmetry plane.

The boundary layer exiting the nozzle becomes a shear layer and can be visualized in
Figure 8 for AR2 and AR12 nozzles. Figure 8 shows the entropy contour plots indicating
the viscous dissipation through the boundary layer and shear layer. Note that the entropy
in Star-CCM+ [25] is defined as in Equation (7), where Cp is the specific heat in J/(kg·K),
R is the specific gas constant in J/(kg·K), T is temperature in K and Tre f is the reference
temperature, P is the absolute pressure in Pa and Pre f is the reference pressure. Star-CCM+
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assumes the standard state temperature for an ideal gas as 298.15 K and standard state
entropy as 0 [25]. Therefore, the entropy calculations are relative to the standard conditions
and negative values are possible.

s = Cp ln

(
T

Tre f

)
− Rln

(
P

Pre f

)
(7)

A thicker shear layer in the AR12 nozzle (Figure 8) helps in jet mixing and the length of
the potential core at high AR is smaller. Figure 9a shows the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
contour plots for the AR2 and AR12 nozzles starting from the location just downstream of
the nozzle exit. Figure 9b shows the entropy contour plots for both cases. The contour plots
of TKE along with entropy show the losses due to viscous dissipation and accounts for
jet mixing. This means that the nozzle AR influences the behavior of internal flow which
eventually affects the jet mixing.

3.3. Jet Mixing, Axis Switching and Streamwise Vorticity

Axis switching is a phenomenon where the jet exiting an asymmetric nozzle evolves
in such a way that the minor and major axes are interchanged [1]. Figure 10 shows the
contours of Mach number = 0.3 on the minor and major axis symmetry planes. It is evident
that the AR2 nozzle which is the baseline nozzle exhibits axis switching phenomenon
at approximately 7–8 De downstream from the nozzle exit. AR3 nozzle exhibits axis
switching at ~20 equivalent diameters downstream. As the AR increases, the axis switching
phenomenon is delayed or virtually nonexistent. This is because the nozzle height decreases
with increasing AR and the flow-turning at the throat from the converging to the diverging
section decreases. This makes it difficult for the minor axis jet spread to match with the
major axis jet spread. The AR1 nozzle, which is a square nozzle, shows an interesting jet
spread. It shows a rapid jet spread on the XY plane due to the converging−diverging walls.
The spread on the XZ plane is smaller because of the parallel walls. Note that the minor
and major axis terminology is not used for AR1 nozzle since it is a square nozzle and is
only as a reference.
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Figure 11 illustrates a 3D perspective of contours of axial velocity (U) normalized by
the jet centerline velocity at nozzle exit (Uj) along various X-planes, starting from nozzle
exit at x/De = 0 to x/De = 15. The AR2 nozzle exhibits axis switching at around 7–8 De
downstream (Figure 11a), therefore, the first three crossflow planes show a memory of
the nozzle cross-section, but the last three crossflow planes show a circular shape of the
contours. For the AR3 nozzle (Figure 11b), the minor and major axis spread becomes
somewhat equal at ~20 x/De. The crossflow planes downstream the high AR nozzles
exhibit an elliptical shape of the contours (Figure 11c,d). This means that the axis switching
is delayed or virtually nonexistent in high AR cases.
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Figure 11. Contours of U/Uj starting from x/De = 0 (nozzle exit plane) to x/De = 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 for
(a) AR2, (b) AR3, (c) AR8, (d) AR12.

The nozzle configurations have parallel walls in the major axis plane and
converging−diverging walls in the minor axis plane. This causes the boundary layer
to develop differently along both walls as illustrated in Figure 12. Figure 13 shows the nor-
malized streamwise vorticity at x/De = 3 and x/De = 10 for various ARs. These locations
are chosen because the plane closer to the nozzle exit (x/De = 3) still has a memory of the
exit cross section as can be seen from Figure 11 and as one moves away from the exit, i.e.,
around x/De = 10, the memory becomes weaker, and the cross sections start to become
either circular or elliptical depending on the AR.
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The presence of corners at the nozzle exit and the difference in the growth of the
boundary layer along the minor and major axis causes the generation of streamwise
vorticity. The streamwise vorticity is normalized using De (nozzle exit equivalent diameter)
and Uj (jet centerline velocity at nozzle exit corresponding to Mach number = 1.5). The
vorticity magnitudes at x/De = 3 are higher and as one moves away from the nozzle-
exit, i.e., at x/De = 10, the vorticity magnitudes become weaker as the kinetic energy
of the jet starts to dissipate. It is challenging to visualize the direction of the vorticity
fields due to such small magnitudes and not having the predominant components of the
velocity vector in Y and Z directions. In both contour plots, the vorticity at AR = 2, 3,
is negatively dominated while at AR = 8, 12, it is positively dominated. Note that since
symmetry boundary conditions are used, the contour plots of vorticity are mirrored along
the symmetry planes. The negatively dominated vorticity fields induce the flow into the
jet stream causing a better jet spread in the minor axis which eventually helps in the axis
switching phenomenon at AR = 2, 3. On the other hand, the positively dominated vorticity
fields do not help the axis switching. This becomes evident from Figures 11 and 13.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

The goal of this work was to assess the impact of AR on various factors such as
the internal flow and the external flow features by understanding the shock formation,
boundary layer growth and jet mixing characteristics. The relationship between the nozzle
internal flow and external jet mixing is a result of boundary layer growth which is directly
affected by nozzle aspect ratio. The severity of shock formation plays an important role
in boundary layer development. While shock waves are present in all nozzle geometries
due to the sharp throat, the shock strength and shock cell size decrease as the AR increases.
Stronger shocks at low ARs cause the boundary layer to become thicker from throat
onwards due to an adverse pressure gradient, however, at high ARs the boundary layers
are thin due to weaker shock formation. A thin boundary layer offers less aerodynamic
blockage to the flow and improves the discharge coefficient as the AR increases. The
baseline nozzle (AR2) exhibits axis switching at ~7–8 equivalent diameters downstream of
the exit and the AR3 nozzle exhibits axis switching at ~20 diameters downstream. As AR
increases, axis switching is delayed or virtually nonexistent. The length of the potential
core decreases as the AR increases on account of better mixing. Although the current scope
was limited to cold flow conditions, it would be more realistic to investigate heated jets
at higher temperature ratios. While it is possible to employ a nozzle with AR > 12, the
primary question is what AR is feasible from the engineering standpoint for aircraft exhaust
systems? This would be constrained by, and depend on, various factors, such as the aircraft
aerodynamics, noise characteristics, and structural requirements as well as manufacturing
and exhaust system integration constraints, and future work will address these factors.
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Abbreviations

AR Aspect ratio
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
LES Large eddy simulation
RANS Reynolds-averaged Navier−Stokes
R Radial distance
SST Shear stress transport
TKE Turbulent kinetic energy
TR Temperature ratio
U Velocity in X direction
W Vorticity

Nomenclature

Aexit Nozzle-exit area
Cd Discharge coefficient
De Nozzle-exit equivalent diameter
Uj Jet velocity at nozzle exit
Wx Streamwise vorticity
x Streamwise location in X direction
y Location in Y direction
z Location in Z direction
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